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The World Wide Web comprises of huge web databases where the data are searched using web query interface. Generally, the
World Wide Web maintains a set of databases to store several data records. The distinct data records are extracted by the web
query interface as per the user requests. The information maintained in the web database is hidden and retrieves deep web
content even in dynamic script pages. In recent days, a web page offers a huge amount of structured data and is in need of
various web-related latest applications. The challenge lies in extracting complicated structured data from deep web pages. Deep
web contents are generally accessed by the web queries, but extracting the structured data from the web database is a complex
problem. Moreover, making use of such retrieved information in combined structures needs significant efforts. No further
techniques are established to address the complexity in data extraction of deep web data from various web pages. Despite the
fact that several ways for deep web data extraction are offered, very few research address template-related issues at the page
level. For effective web data extraction with a large number of online pages, a unique representation of page generation using
tree-based pattern matches (TBPM) is proposed. The performance of the proposed technique TBPM is compared to that of
existing techniques in terms of relativity, precision, recall, and time consumption. The performance metrics such as high
relativity is about 17-26% are achieved when compared to FiVaTech approach.

1. Introduction

In today’s world, a web page contains a large quantity of
structured data and requires a variety of web-related apps.
Web data is searched in a deep web database using related
web query interfaces. Deep web pages, on the whole, contain
more accurate and important information and are fetched in
response to user requests. The deep or concealed data is the
information that has been retrieved. Deep data is presented
to users dynamically in the form of HTML documents, along
with other material, on web pages in the form of data

records. Furthermore, incorporating such retrieved data into
integrated structures necessitates significant effort. Because
the obtained web pages are only good for eyesight and not
for data exchange. As a result, the first and most important
step for web information combination is to extract the rele-
vant data on web pages from the exact websites. Absolute
web pages share the same template as web pages generated
with predefined structure owing to triggered data values,
which is a crucial element of web page extraction.

Despite the fact that several ways for deep web data
extraction are offered, very few research address template-
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related issues at the page level. FiVaTech, which automati-
cally notices the extracted data of a website, is one such
existing web page extraction technology in [1]. FiVaTech,
on the other hand, is limited to two or three sets of web
pages. This paper presented a new page generation represen-
tation based on tree-based pattern matches (TBPM) for web
data extraction with a larger number of online pages.
TBPM’s main goal is to create the schema and templates
for each particular deep website, which may contain a single-
ton or several data entries in a single web page. The perfor-
mance of the TBPM approach with a vast set of databases for
deep web data extraction is compared to existing FiVaTech
in an experimental evaluation. Metrics including relativity,
number of schemas, and execution time are used to evaluate
the TBPM scheme’s ability to reach a higher percentage in
terms of relative data extraction over a set of web pages.

Web data extraction systems are web-related applica-
tions functioning in the process of information extraction
from web sources such as web pages. A web information
extraction system typically communicates with a web page
and retrieves data stacked in database. Additionally translate
the extracted data in the most interesting structure forms
loading in the page for further usability. As known World
Wide Web is the biggest database, most relevantly comprise
of data facilitating the user needs. The idea and act of web
data extraction process are believed from a different point
of view [2]. Moreover, the extraction process controls on
logical tools impending from different orders like machine
learning, logic, and natural language processing. In web data
extraction process, many aspects are considered for retriev-
ing data. Some of the aspects are self-determining of the par-
ticular application domain where the web data extraction is
performed. Other aspects as an alternative closely rely on
the specific properties of the application domain.

The major challenges meet in the formulation of a web
data extraction process are illustrated as follows:

(i) Web data extraction approaches are always in need
of help from human experts. The foremost chal-
lenge is to offer a high scale of computerization by
minimizing human experts as much as possible.
Human comments though play a vital role in
increasing the rate of accuracy achieved by a web
data extraction approach. An appropriate challenge
is consequently to determine a sensible trade-off
between the requirements of developing highly
automated web data extraction concepts and the
needs of achieving extremely accurate performance

(ii) Web data extraction approaches should be able to
process a large amount of data in reasonably short
span of time. More specific requirements are key
vital in the field of business and competitive intelli-
gence, as a company requires performing timely
analysis of market criteria

(iii) Applications related to web need additional promis-
ing security measures more particularly for applica-
tions handling vibration a related data. Hence,
intentionally or unintentionally intruder tries to

breach user privacy should be appropriately or suf-
ficiently identified and submitted. The intruder
actions also cause data leakage. Even though data
leakage detection in [3] is able to trigger data leaks
through overlapping, the extraction process proba-
bly results in collision or fake tuple identification

(iv) Approaches depending on machine learning fre-
quently need an extensively large training set of
manually labeled web pages. Typically, the process
of labeling pages is time-expensive and error-
prone. Hence, in many situations, consider the
occurrence of labeled pages. Similarly, the ontology
data extraction (ODE) in [4] labels attributes in the
query interfaces for data extraction but misses some
attributes in labeling resulting in an inefficient data
extraction consuming more time

(v) In a certain scenario, a web data extraction tool needs
to consistently extract data from a web database con-
suming more time. Web page in web databases is
always repetitive as in [5], and structural changes
happen with no sign thus are unpredictable. Finally,
in real-world cases, web extraction approaches
develop the need of managing the systems that possi-
bly trigger proper working due to deficiency of flexi-
bility in the presence of repetitiveness and face
structural modifications of related web sources

Moreover, the machine learning-based algorithms in the
process of data extraction faces some limitations. Not often
machine learning-based classified document follows the simi-
lar type of classification in the future leading to unknown
modification. In addition, human experts are in need to clas-
sify documents for the training set. And also the range and
type of document that should be in the training set are compli-
cated. Hence, proposed TBPM approach intends in develop-
ment of potential data extraction technique in tree matching
algorithm as machine learning algorithms faces certain
demerits. The motivation of this research is to enhance the
process of deep web extraction in multidata region using
web page extraction; this will help to increase the processing
speed and minimize time, to deduce the schema and template
for each and individual deep web site using TBTM.

2. Related Work

Web data extraction has played an important role in a num-
ber of web data analysis requests. The data extraction crisis
was designed by the author in [6] as a decoding technique
of page generation supported by structured data and tree
templates. The author developed an unsupervised, page-
level data extraction technique for determining the schema
and templates for any website with a singleton or multiple
data records in a single webpage.

Web data extraction has played an important role in a
number of web data analysis requests. The data extraction
crisis was designed by the author in as a decoding technique
of page generation supported by structured data and tree
templates [7]. The author developed an unsupervised,
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page-level data extraction technique for determining the
schema and templates for any website with a singleton or
multiple data records in a single webpage. It is used to
quickly identify the data area and the maximum number
of data entries in the same set of pages The Semantic Web,
or eventual modifications to the web, must enhance the
web with semantic page annotations to support
knowledge-level inquiry and analysis. Manually creating
these ontologies, on the other hand, is a time-consuming
and difficult undertaking. The author of [8] described an
automatic extraction strategy for studying domain ontol-
ogies for semantic web from the deep web.

To improve the precision of attribute extraction, an
approach is proposed to heuristically extract the attributes.
During the mining process, characteristics are supplemented
with ontology, which is used to get deep semantic knowledge
via query interfaces [9]. The inclusion of deep web sources
requires object matching [10]. Existing approaches assume
that record extraction and attribute segmentation are highly
accurate. However, due to the limitations of extraction
methods, information arose during the methodology’s incom-
plete procedures. The author will not be able to achieve accept-
able results if objects are matched based on noisy and
incomplete data. As additional data sources emerge as online
databases, hidden behind query forms, the deep web is being
shaped. Recognizing this innovative method for data delivery
is critical for solving novel data integration difficulties. In
[11], the author suggested two ways for obtaining an approx-
imately absolute position of output plan features from a deep
web data source: the case form approach and the combination
model approach, respectively. The author suggested a tech-
nique supported by the location of DIV to pull out main text
from the body of web pages by renovating, lingering atomic
DIV, and assessing DIV position [12] for the trendy DIV page
design in web pages. The visualization of web page content is
useful for information extraction, as it avoids the use of
sophisticated natural language processing knowledge. The
information [13], which was shared in the natural language
processing expertise with vision disposition of HTML page
in the request of information drawing out for web page, was
processed out of relevant research [14].

In response to the current composite implementation
crises, high mistake rate, and slow extraction speed of web
information extraction expertise, the paper [15] suggested
a revolutionary web extraction technique based on the
uniqueness of web page construction. To improve the effi-
ciency of information extraction, we need to look at the
automatic web information extraction technique [16]. Page
clustering is used to find high comparison clusters by sup-
porting the DOM extraction technique, and the accuracy
of clustering findings is improved by using the similarity
measure [17]. However, the data extraction processes do
not meet the accuracy of the results.

3. Web Data Extraction Using Tree-Based
Template Matching

The major goal of the tree-based pattern match (TBPM)
approach is to extract deep web data while taking into

account numerous input pages for total process success.
The TBPM method for deep web data extraction is broken
down into four stages. The procedure of identifying a similar
collection of templates from a group of web pages is
described in the first step. The process of retrieving data
records from websites is described in the second phase.
The presence of web page duplication from absolute online
sites is discovered in the third phase. Finally, the fourth
phase describes how relative information from web pages
is grouped. Below is a diagram of the architecture of deep
web data extraction based on tree-structured web template
matching is shown in Figure 1.

Using the data object model (DOM) trees, the presence
of schema is determined. Use DOM trees for all of the
retrieved web pages in the same way. In addition, you can
join all of the DOM trees into a single tree. Leaf nodes are
recognized from the combined set of tree to find repeating
nodes. The resulting tree is then used to distinguish between
the website’s template and schema.

Consider combining DOM trees with almost the same root
node and attempting to build the tree from the bottom up. By
specifying the child nodes for each tree, create a matrix repre-
sentation for the created tree. The system then goes through
four critical processes, which are detailed in the sections below:
tree creation with templates, matrix representation based on
tree, pattern mining, and optional node merging [18].

3.1. Tree Construction with Templates. The tree structure
makes it easier to determine whether a website has a similar
set of templates. The trees are constructed to see if two sub-
trees with the same root tags are related or not. Identify the
similarity match of leaf nodes to determine the subtree
matching performance. Instead of replacing the entire root
of the subtree, modify the child leaf nodes based on the node
replacement technique once the leaf nodes in the subtrees
are matched. On the contrary, if the leaf node does not
match, dynamic programming can be used to replace the
nodes by matching leaf nodes. Meanwhile, the matching is
supported with set-type data and is regularized from 0 to
1. The sample tree representation to address the elements
of web pages is shown in Figure 2.

The data are typically indicated in tagged sequenced
rooted trees, where tags represent the HTML mark-up lan-
guage syntax. The tree structure indicates the various stages
of building of elements forming the web page. The indica-
tion of a webpage by using tagged sequenced rooted trees
is generally referred as data object model (DOM). HTML
tags are built in hierarchical tree manner, one into another
in the DOM with leaf nodes as HTML tags. The tree con-
struction facilitates the process of matrix representation.

3.2. Matrix Representation Based on Tree. After constructing
a tree, a matrix representation is created by specifying the
nodes in the matrix M. As a result, if the matching score of
two nodes with the same tag is greater than a threshold T,
the matching sign is used to identify them. When two text
nodes in the tree representation have similar text values, they
get the same symbol; otherwise, they get a different set of sym-
bols. The matrix alignment algorithm aligns the nodes on the
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matrixM row by row in a parallel way. The parallel alignment
facilitates the conversion of M into an associated matrix in
which each row contains either the same symbol for each col-
umn or leaf nodes of a diverse set of symbols designated as
basic-typed. The user lists the set of nodes from the related
matrix M, where each node is described in a defined row.

The task was aligned in each row of the created matrix.
Row determines whether or not the row is related to a similar
symbol. If a row is associated with a similar symbol or if the

child leaf nodes of various symbols occur only in its existing
column, the nodes are designated as deviations. If a row is dis-
covered to be unrelated to other symbols, the matrix align-
ment procedure is used to make the row parallel. Every
iteration, a column or node called ShiftColumn is picked from
the current row, and all the nodes in that column are moved
downstairs in the matrix M by shiftLength. In addition, use
an illogical node to scrape the blank spaces. The matrix align-
ment process is demonstrated in the below steps.

Table

Deduce schema and
templates

Group the web pages with relative information

Extracts data

No match0 0 0 ···

0 1 0 ···

–1 0 1 ···

Matrix representation for records based on
rule (R)

1 Match

1 Match

TR···

TR···

TR···

BodyHead

Identify similar set of templates
with tree construction

HTML

WP1

WP 3

Parent
Sending query request

UserWP 2WP 1

WP

Web database

WP

WP

Users

WP

WP

WP WP

Figure 1: Architecture diagram of deep web data extraction based on tree-structured web template matching.
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3.3. Mining Repetitive Patterns. When a variety of web pages
[19] are provided as input, the procedure of storing set-
typed data is straightforward. It is simple to determine the
repetitiveness of websites that are also offered as input using
a basic technique. However, there are numerous patterns
that have yet to be discovered. If a comparable pattern is
established in another pattern, the template’s assumptions
are integrated, resulting in repeating patterns. In the matrix
representation step, the influence of missing pattern possi-
bility data is grasped. Data overlapping may occur as a result
of merged pattern mining. As a result, TBPM combined the
data structure with repetitive pattern mining. Detect each
successive tandem repeat or repeating pattern. Also, by eras-
ing all incidences but the first, combine recurring patterns
from minute to outsized lengths. This is due to the fact that
the predefined data defined here is nested, and each occur-
rence of a set type should occur simultaneously.

3.4. Analyzing the Web Pages as Input. Following recurrent
pattern mining, the attention shifts to detecting the presence
of choices shown to users based on their queries. The vector
of different nodes is used for occurrence.

The occurrence vector for given input web
pagesWP= ðwpi, wp2,⋯, wmÞis specified as

vector wpi, wp2,⋯:wpið Þ wherewpi

= 1
0

� if WP = ith occurrence,

otherwise:

ð1Þ

Here, wp1 is 1 if WP happens in the ith occurrence or 0
otherwise. If WP is not part of a set type, i is the number of
input web pages. If WP is part of a set type, then, i sums up
of all repetitiveness in all pages.

3.5. Detection of Data Schemas. To protect all crucial leaf
nodes, the schema of the input web pages should be inferred
easily by deleting nodes containing a single child and defi-
cient in types during tree formation. The site presences are
indicated in leaf node k, and the order of web pages is sorted
in the form of a tree [20]. Specify as a tuple if an inner node
is not an important node and is not labeled as a set type. By
avoiding bogus tuple identification or collision in data
extraction, the tuple definition overcomes the constraint of
[21]. As seen in the algorithm below, the steps required in
the full TBPM technique are as follows.

4. Experimental Evaluation Result Analysis

To estimate the performance of the tree-based template
matching (TBPM) approach, an experimental evaluation is
conducted. On a Pentium 4 1.9GHz, 512MB PC, the pro-
posed TBPM method trials are carried out. A large set of
web databases is employed, with over 10,000 web database
entries. There are numerous domains in which web data-
bases can be found. A variety of users submit query requests
in order to obtain relevant data from the web database. Pres-
ent three sets of user queries for each web database, and
aggregate deep web pages with data records at any rate.
The TBPM is integrated to the database with the set of
web databases to extract the web pages directly from a data-
base on the internet based on user query-related

Table

TD TD TD TD TD TD

Book

TRTR - Table record
TD - Table data

TR TR

BodyHead

HTML

Author Title Cost

1000250FantasyComicsRamani

W1

Bhagat

W2 Wn

Figure 2: Sample tree representation to address elements of web pages.

Step 1: Begin.
Step 2: Assign row =1 and shiftLength =0 for Matrix M.
Step 3: If (M! = align) then.
Step 4: Align alignedRow (row, M).
Step 5: ShiftColumn (row, shiftLength, 1.
Step 6:M = (row, ShiftColumn, shiftLength).
Step 7: Return M.
Step 8: Else.
Step 9: Increment Row (row = row +1).
Step 10: Go to step.
Step 11: End If.
Step 12: Assign Child leaf node with alignment result (M).
Step 13: End.

Algorithm 1: Matrix alignment procedure.
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information; the data records and their relevant data items
are fetched from a set of web pages.

With template matching, the TBPM technique quickly
retrieves web pages straight from the web database con-
tained in the multidata region. Data records requested by
users are extracted and processed with data items for a vari-
ety of web pages. The comparable information is grouped in
web pages, allowing the exact data extraction, using a similar
set of template-based data records extraction and repeating
pattern mining. The users’ query-related information is
processed after the data records have been extracted. The
performance of the TBPM approach and the present FiVa-
Tech approach is described in the table and graph below.

Relativity is defined as the similarity measure between
the schema and templates deduction in the web pages and
the extracted data contents. More relevant template and
schema-based information extraction get higher relativity.
The below table depicts the relativity rate of both FiVaTech
in [22] and TBPM.

The analysis of the extracted information from the deep
web pages is shown in Table 1. The procedure is also
depicted based on the number of schemas found in the
retrieved templates. The TBPM’s value is compared to that
of the present FiVaTech technique [4].

The information relativity obtained with the set of
schemas on the websites is depicted in Figure 3. In compar-
ison to FiVaTech [5], the TBPM has a high relativity of 17-
26% in retrieving exact data from deep web pages. Because
TBPM organizes web pages into a tree, with site presences
provided in the leaf node, providing the more simple and
accurate deduction of scheme as well as template with high
relativity. Even though FiVaTech [3] constructs DOM trees
with string alignments at each internal node, further clarifi-
cation of sites is not possible. Precision is the percentage of
accurately extracted data form in over all the relevant data
forms. Precision retrieves valid data object from the match-
ing website. The higher rate of matching relevant data as per
requested query, in addition to span multiple product types,
provides higher precision rate.

Precision =
Pages Predicted as relevant data ∩ Pages with relevant dataj jjj

Pages Predicted as relevant dataj j :

ð2Þ

Recall is the percentage of accurately extracted data
forms in over all the irrelevant data forms. Recall is also

Step 1: Begin with the set of input web pages you have gathered.
Step 2: Create a tree T.
Step 3: Fill in the missing for each (Tree representation T).
Step 4: Create a M matrix.
Step 5: Determined by the presence of content similarity in web pages,
Step 6:Move the nodes from the left to the right or likewise.
Step 7: End For.
Step 8: Form a set of rules R.
Step 9: For Each (R).
Step 10: Form a vector v in (WP).
Step 11: Determine whether or not there is a schema present.
Step 12: Come to an end For.
Step 13:Make a distinction between the exact representation and the leaf child nodes.
Step 14: Come to an end.
The technique above outlines the full process of identifying schema and templates in order to improve deep web page extraction.

Algorithm 2: Web database WD, data records DR, data items DI, and users U are the inputs.

Table 1: No. of schemas vs. relativity.

Relativity (%)
No. of schematics FiVaTech TBPM

10 18 22

20 21 26

30 28 34

40 34 42

50 42 53

60 48 59

70 52 71

80 66 79

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Re
la

tiv
ity

 (%
)

No of schemes

FiVaTech
TBPM

Figure 3: No. of schemas vs. relativity.
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defined as the number of relativity used to predict the rele-
vance between the query and the site.

Recall =
Pages Predicted as relevantj j ∩ Pages with irrelevant dataj j

Pages with irrelevant dataj j :

ð3Þ

For perfect web data extraction approaches, the preci-
sion and recall should be high. The below table depicts the
both precision as well as recall rate of FiVaTech and TBPM.

Based on the above Table 2 for number of entries in
database with respect to precision rate, a graph is depicted
below.

The precision rate of the retrieved web pages is depicted
in Figure 4 based on the number of entries in the online
database. The precision rate of TBPM is about 1-2% high
compared with FiVaTech [23]. As TBPM discovers the
requested data by pattern matching with repetitive pattern
mining, thus, uncategorized information is left with the title
extracted from the website. This gives greater precision
results and eliminates unwanted information. But FiVaTech
adopts node score to match the data which depends on tem-
plate value. The static page without template struggles in the
node score estimation for match detection providing mini-
mum precision rate.

The recall rate of the retrieved web pages is depicted in
Figure 5 based on the number of entries in the online database.
The recall rate of TBPM is about 2-3% high compared with
FiVaTech [23]. As TBPM discovers the repetitive patterns
during the pattern mining stage, the left or missing patterns
are also spotted in the matrix representation leading to data
extraction even in irrelevant identification forms. However,
FiVaTech in unable to predict themissing patterns in the prior
stage as template values are calculated in later proceedings.
Time consumption is defined as the time period required in
extracting the data from deep web database.

TimeConsumption = Time taken T +M +V wpð Þ + Data Extractionð Þ:
ð4Þ

The sum of time taken in tree construction (T), matrix
representation (M), vector occurrence of web pages V (WP),

and finally, data extraction determines the time consumption.
Time usage is calculated in milliseconds and is shown in the
Table 3 below.

The time required to extract the relevant deep web pages
based on the entries of the web database is illustrated in
above Table 3. The consumed time of the TBPM approach
is compared with the existing FiVaTech approach.

The time necessary to extract the relevant deep web
pages based on the web database entries is depicted in
Figure 6. When compared to the conventional FiVaTech
approach, the TBPM approach takes 13-17 percent less time
to extract web pages. Because TBPM’s matrix alignment
technique aligns the set of nodes on the matrix M in a par-
allel row by row fashion, leaf nodes can be reached quickly
and without waiting. However, FiVaTech requires a top-
down strategy to discover websites in leaf nodes, which takes
longer. Finally, using tree construction, matrix representa-
tion, pattern mining, and schema identification, the TBPM
demonstrated the effective extraction of user-requested
information from the web database based on their query.
The performance metrics such as high relativity of about
17-26%, precision of 1-2%, recall of 2-3%, and minimum
time consumption of about 13-17% are achieved compared
to FiVaTech [2] approach. Figures 7–9 compare the preci-
sion, recall, and f -measure of both existing [22] and propose
web data extraction models, respectively. Typically, the

Table 2: No. of accesses in database vs. precision and recall.

No. of accesses in web
database

FiVaTech TBPM
Precision

(%)
Recall
(%)

Precision
(%)

Recall
(%)

100 94.3 95.3 96 97.3

200 95 95.4 96.1 97.6

300 95.3 95.7 96.7 98.1

400 95.6 96.1 97.2 98.3

500 95.9 96.3 97.6 98.7

600 96 96.8 98.1 99.1

700 96.5 96.8 98.3 99.3

800 96.7 97.1 98.4 99.8
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Figure 4: No. of entries in database vs. precision.
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Figure 5: No. of entries in database vs. recall.
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overall performance and efficiency of the web page data
exaction model are determined based on the parameters of
precision, recall, and f -measure. From the evaluation, it is
stated that the proposed TBPM technique outperforms the
other approaches with increased values of these measures.

Figures 10 and 11 validate the precision, recall, and accu-
racy of existing OntoDisco [22] and proposed TBPM tech-
niques under varying queries. The obtained results indicate
that the proposed TBPM technique outperforms the other
technique increased precision, recall, and accuracy values
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Number of query words retrieval

Deep web crawler
TBPM

Figure 7: Precision vs. number of query words retrieval.
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Figure 8: Recall vs. number of query words retrieval.
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Figure 9: F-measure vs. number of query words retrieval.
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Figure 10: Precision, recall, and accuracy of existing Onto Disco
algorithm.
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Figure 6: No. of entries in database vs. time consumption.

Table 3: Number of database entries vs. time consumption.

No. of entries in database
Time consumption (ms)

FiVaTech TBPM

100 20 15

200 26 19

300 31 26

400 36 30

500 43 34

0
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Figure 12: Comparative analysis between existing and proposed
techniques.
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of these measures. Similar to that, Figure 12 compares the
existing [24] and proposed data extraction models based
on the measures of precision, recall, and f -measure. Based
on the evaluation, it is observed that the proposed TBPM
overtakes the other approaches with increased values of
these measures.

5. Conclusion

The suggested tree-based pattern matching (TBPM) approach
for deep web data extraction blends multiple DOM trees
simultaneously. For multiple string alignment, a new tech-
nique is being developed that takes optional and set-type data
into account. The schema and template for the input website
are deduced using the fixed or variant pattern tree and matrix
representation. The TBPM matrix alignment algorithm aligns
the set of nodes on thematrixM in a parallel row-by-row fash-
ion, allowing leaf nodes to be accessed quickly and without
waiting. The lack of flexibility in web databases is avoided by
the recurring pattern recognition in pattern mining based on
matrix representation. The most significant benefit of the
TBPMmethod is that deep web pages are pulled straight from
the database, allowing for a larger number of web pages to be
supplied. When compared to existing deep web data extrac-
tion technologies as FiVaTech, the TBPM approach outper-
formed them in terms of high relativity, precision, and recall
rate, as well as little time consumption. The performance met-
rics of the proposed work improved efficiency with high
rescission rate of about 1-11%, recall rate of 2-12%, and min-
imum time consumption of 13-17% compared to the existing
approaches, respectively.
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